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INTRODUCTION . "

The call for papers by the International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA,

requested that the impact of Regulatory Guide requirement on control

systems be reviewed for the benefit of regulators, buyers of equipment

and plant operators. This paper will discuss two current problems

encountered when designing control systems to the United States

Regulatory Guide requirements. It should, however, be pointed out

that these types of problems are not always initiated primarily by the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC. Many design

requirements are set forth by industry standards.and guides developed

by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and other standards

writing groups. Endorsement of these standards by the NRC Regulatory

Guides thus incorporates requirements that have been established by

industry. It is the interpretation and implementation of the requirements

that have had a considerable effect on control systems design. Many of

the requirements have been met, however, by unique design approaches,

such as providing redundancy, diversity and other techniques.

The two problems to be discussed that engineers in my company are

currently concerned with are:

o Level of surge voltages that should be specified when procuring

solid state control and instrumentation systems and equipment.
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o The approach to be used for qualifying equipment that must meet

the aging requirements.

SURGE PROTECTION .

The problem of surge voltages becomes apparent when addressing the

question of separation and isolation of Class IE Systems. Regulatory

Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of Electric Systems - January, 1975",

which adopts IEEE 384-1974, "IEEE Trial Use Standard Criteria for

Separation of Class IE Equipment and Circuits" with certain modifi-

cations. . If these requirements are met, the design will be in compliance

with IEEE 279-1971, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Protection Systems

for Nuclear Power Generating Stations". In part, these documents

require that the designer provide the separation, independence, and

isolation of Class IE safety-related equipment and circuits such that

internal and external events will not degrade the safety system beyond

acceptable limits. To meet these requirements, the designer must

consider the effect of missiles, water, temperature, humidity, and

surge voltages in the design and physical layout of the control systems.

This paper will address the particular problem of providing protection

of control systems equipment from surge voltages.

One of the problems encountered with the utilization of solid state

technology in power plant control system is the vulnerability of these .

devices to over-voltage surges. Low voltage protection of solid state

devices is still largely an art, as there are few standards or guide

available to assist the engineer and designer.

The proble'm is best defined by the following quotation from an IEEE

paper, "Transient Control Levels - A proposal for Insulation

Coordination in Low-Voltage Systems", F. A. Fisher, F. D. Martzloff,

- I - >
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Power Apparatus and Systems, Vol. PAS-95 No. 1, Jan. /Feb. , 1976.

"Failure and circuit upset of electronic equipment due to

transients is a problem now and is one which has promise

• of becoming more of a problem, in the future as trends

continue toward miniaturization and circuit complexity.

Protection methods are used more or less extensively and

often haphazardly.

At present, there does not appear to be a clear approach

„ .toward achieving compatibility between the transient withstand

capability of devices and the transients to which such devices

are exposed. A more scientific approach is needed to guide

manufacturers and users of equipment."

/ Most surge voltages in power plant control system circuits basically

originate from the following sources: •

o Short Circuits - a failure of insulation that would result in a

conduction path between a relatively high voltage system and

a control system circuit.

o Induced Voltage - resulting from high motor starting or short

circuit currents between magnetically coupled power circuits

and control circuits.

o Induced Voltages - resulting from the interruption of highly

inductive d. c. circuits within the control system. . .

o Induced Voltage - resulting from magnetic coupling between

,. * control systems circuits and grounding systems carrying

lightning discharges.
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Manufacturers and users of electro-mechanical protective relays for

applications in high voltage switchyards have long been concerned with

the insulation characteristics of relay insulation systems. These

devices fortunately, are relatively rugged with good inherent surge

withstand capabilities. It was after the introduction of solid state

components in protective relays that field experience indicated that

these components were sensitive to certain electrical surges.* From

this, came the development of IEEE-472-1974 "IEEE Guide for Surge

Withstand Capability Tests". This guide was developed by the Power

Systems Relaying Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering Society

specifically for relays used in high voltage switchyard applications.

Some people have questioned its applicability to solid state logic circuits

used in power plant control system designs. It has been said that

IEEE-472-1974 does not provide a severe enough test for equipment

within a power plant environment. At present, these opinions are based

on judgment with minimum industry experience or analysis to back-up

these conclusions. • ' . .

This lack of adequate standards and guidance has resulted in some

instances where there is a disregard of the level of surge voltage for

which equipment and systems should be designed. On the other hand,

in some cases, there is an over-reaction and excessive requirements

are placed as surge withstand capability. It is observed that the range

for this requirement has varied from 480 Volts to 15 KV. Some

manufacturers state that their over-voltage design criteria is steady

state 480 Volt with no surge withstand capability.

In certain areas, exposure to some of the sources of surge voltage can

be minimized by proper layout of the raceway systems and routing of

circuits to provide adequate separation. Special care in routing is also

necessary where control systems circuit terminate in a piece of
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electrical equipment containing high amperages and high voltages. The

question of designing out the exposure to surge voltages from

magnetically coupled currents is much more difficult to solve. It is

: almost impossible to predictthe magnitude of surges from this

phenomena because of the many variables involved. Considerable .

additional work must be done in the area of obtaining results of field .

testing and/or developing methods of analysis that can be useful to the

design engineer in predicting the level of surge voltages that might be

generated.

The following problems have been identified as shortcomings in our

design techniques: '

o Lack, and/or adequate standards or guides for design purposes.

. o Inability to predict the magnitude of surge voltages.

The question might then be asked, what is my company doing to design

for surge voltages? We are presently specifying, knowing the limitations

and uncertainties, compliance with IEEE 472-1974. From our stand-

point, this is at present, the best we have. It is heartening to note,

however, there is an increase in published papers and IEEE committee

activity on this subject. Hopefully, adequate guidance and standards

will-be forthcoming in the near future. . '

In the meantime, it can be concluded that:

o The application engineer must be alert to the phenomena of

surge voltages within power plant control circuits and their

possible effect on solid state logic systems.

o Until adequate guidance in the form of industry standards on

protecting solid state logic systems are developed, the
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application engineer must rely on what appears to be inadequate

standards or personal judgment.

The designer and users should not be surprised if instances *

arise where the control systems are damaged or mis ope rate

because of surge voltages after he has dutifully applied present

day surge protection technology.
• * • *

The industry must initiate additional effort to develop the

guidance necessary for the design and application of solid state

control systems.

' QUALIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT " .

NRC Regulatory-Guide 1.89, "Qualification of Class IE Equipment for

Nuclear Power Plants" and IEEE 323-1974, »IEEE Standard for

Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

sets forth the criteria for qualification of safety-related equipment.

In the scope of IEEE 323-1974, the following statement is made: "These

qualification requirements, when met, will confirm the adequacy of the

equipment design under normal, abnormal, design basis event, post

design basis event and containment test conditions for the performance

of Class IE functions1.1. This has been interpreted to mean that qualifi-

cation is concerned with identification of potential common mode failures

rather than random failures. • * ' • '

IEEE 323 was developed basically as an umbrella document to set forth

bread general requirements for qualification of Class IE equipment with

the intent that specific industry standards would be generated for

qualifying certain types of equipment. Some of these types of standards

have been developed such as IEEE 334, "Type Test of Continuous Duty
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Class IE Motor for Nuclear Generating Power Stations", IEEE 382,

"Type Test for Class IE Electrical Valve Operators for Nuclear Gene-

rating Stations", IEEE 383, "Type Test for Class IE Cable". These

documents do a very adequate job. in defining the kinds of test to be .

utilized for qualifying specific types of equipment. However, there are

many types of equipznent that do not have benefit of this kind of guidance.

• • * • .

Regulatory Guide 1.89 and IEEE 323 provide for qualification by one or

a combination of several methods: type testing, operating experience,

analysis, and on-going qualifications.

Actual operating history should be a most valuable source of information

for qualification by operating experience. In practice, however, records

are usually poorly kept or are not available. There appears to be no

industry concensus on how the data is to be analyzed.

Qualification by analysis appears at present to be the least used

technique. This method requires that a valid mathematical model be

constructed based on established principles, verifiable test data or

operating experience data. The model should be such that the performance

of the equipment is a function of time and the environznental parameters.

Qualification for certain types of equipment by this method results in

a difficult, if not impossible procedure.

Of the four methods defined in IEEE 323-1974, two--type testing and

on-going qualification - - appear to be the most viable techniques fcr

qualification of equipment. Type testing requires that the equipment

be subjected to aging, radiation (if required), vibration, and operation

under normal and accident conditions in a justifiable sequence. Radiation,

. vibration and operation under normal and accident conditions tests

~ .A"1-*•."•"•" " - "



appear to be relatively easy to attain. Aging, on the other hand, has

caused much concern in the industry over the cost and acceptability

of test techniques. .

If a Fiece of equipment has a know, but limited qualified life, an on-going

qualification program can be implemented. The methods for achieving

oa-going qualification as described in IEEE 323-1974 are;.: *

o Aging and testing of identical equipment or components may

continue during the qualified life period of the installed

equipment. " ' . . . • •

o Additional equipment could be Installed beside the required

- equipment and removed before the end of the qualified life

period. The required equipment would then be type-tested to

determine its additional qualified life.

The standard suggests that other on-going types of programs with proper

justification may be utilized.

Manufacturers with, large research and development departments.and

considerable amount of historical test data on their materials are

generally able to provide sufficient test information to qualify their

equipment. Companies without these resources must mount a compre-

hensive test program every tixne they qualify their product or introduce

a new product or modify an existing one. As a result, we have noted' •

tiae following: • ' . ' . "

o Excessive qualification costs sometimes greater than the cost

of the equipment.

o . No bids for Class IE equipment from qualified suppliers because

this work represents only a fraction of their business.



o Possibility of small suppliers of high quality equipment being

forced out of the market.

o" Discouraging effect qualifying requirements and cost have on

design changes and design innovation.

Significantly, many of. the qualification problems encountered are caused

by small attachment piece of equipment or components from small

suppliers or suppliers whose major business Is non-nuclear.

One of the unfortunate happening when Regulatory Guide 1.89-1974 and

IEEE 323-1974 were implemented was that, engineers either consciously

or unconsciously, required that equipment have a qualified life equal to

the life of the plant. This is utopia and very unrealistic. For non-

safety-related systems, engineers have traditionally specified the best

equipment available and depended on good maintenance and on-going

experience to provide a high reliable system with good availability.

Common xnode failure consideration due to aging did not receive much

consideration. If qualified life problems were encountered with equip-

ment, the application of materials and/or the environment would be

modified to correct the problem.

After consideration of the added cost of and the unavailability of qualified

equipment, it soon becomes apparent that it probably is not desirable

to qualify a piece of equipment prior to installation in the plant. This

suggests that an on-going qualification program might be the optimum

approach for meeting the regulatory requirement for qualification.

User specifications should provide for total prequalification by type

testing where this can be accomplished, and that, for those cases where

total prequalification cannot be obtained, an on-going qualification



program be encouraged. The on-going qualification program would

type test and qualify th& Class IE peice of equipment or component with

the exception of the aging effects. The approach then is based on

periodic removal of Class IE devices from operation and subjecting

them to seismic qualification through shaker table testing. Exposure

to accident and post-accident conditions in a' testing laboratory would be

imposed as applicable. This concept would utilize representative samples

of each category of Class IE device. These samples could be actual

operating devices or they could be installed spares that are exposed to

the same environmental conditions as the operating equipment. If

installed spares were utilized, they would be pressurized and/or

energized to simulate the actual operating devices.

It is recognized that on-going qualification will impose on-going costs

over the life of the plant. It will require that the supplier or the user

define the type of program to be implemented. This approach certainly

would not inhibit the user of technological improvements in design and

materials. It is felt that this is a necessary obligation the user must

accept. ¿ . . .

Conclusions are that on-going qualification will:

o For those devices that cannot be qualified because of the aging,

requirement, several advantages are apparent in on-going

qualification program. . . .' • .

o Encourage the small component manufacturer to remain as

suppliers. "

o Encourage improvement In the product as technological advances

are made, " . .



Provide realistic exposure to the full spectrum of inpiant

environmental conditions,

As noted, the cost of conducting complete prequalif ication is

frequently very expensive. However, -for certain, types of Class

IE equipment, it might prove less expensive to employ actual
• -

inplant environmental aging*
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